Abstract. The netdisk not only supplies users with plenty of storage, but also provide the facility to share data. Therefore it has brought great convenience to users, but it also becomes the important channel for malicious and infringing applications to spread. Due to the extraction of netdisk information will get into trouble with the input of CAPTCHA, it's difficult to detect the applications. In this paper, we propose a method to extract downloading links of netdisk and another method based on the Drop Fall Algorithm to undertake the recognition of merged characters. We combine the numbers of characters and minimum values to confirm the initial points. The performance analysis shows that the method of extracting link is effective, and the recognition of characters is suitable for the netdisk environment.
Introduction
With the development of Internet, the way people get the information has changed dramatically. At present, people usually get useful information through search engines, yet the place that stores maximum information is cloud storage. Netdisk is one of the applications of cloud storage that is the most frequently used. In the field of information retrieval, web crawler is one of the fundamental components of search engine. However, because of the complexity of link extraction of netdisk and the netdisk's restriction of single IP address, the common crawler can't get the information you wanted.
Currently the research of web crawler is focused on fetching strategy [1] , distribution technology [2] , the algorithm of focused crawler [3] and the deep web crawler [4, 5] . In the field of engineering, the research is focused on the design of frame [6, 7] and the combination of search engineer and web crawler, such as the Scrapy which is coded with Python and the Nutch which is coded with Java. However, it's inefficiency to fetch the netdisk information and even they can't get the netdisk information in some condition. The current crawler is not suitable for the information extraction in netdisk which is different in general HTML webpages. The real downloading links of files stored in netdisk are dynamic created when users click the link rather than directly saved in the webpages. Furthermore, after several times of crawling the program is required to input the CAPTCHA.
There are several difficulties for netdisk crawler to pass the anti-crawler mechanism, such as (1) the extraction of hidden downloading link and (2) the limit of downloading times in short time period. In this paper, we use program to imitate the operation of web browser and construct the requests to get the downloading links of files in netdisk to solve the former problem. Then we use the Drop Fall Algorithm that combines the characters number and minimum value to confirm the initial spot to ensure the recognition rate of the CAPTCHA of the netdisk and improve the success rate of downloading files stored in netdisk in short time period with single IP address. The performance analysis shows that the method of extracting link is effective, and the recognition of characters is suitable for the netdisk environment.
In next section, we present the analysis of extraction of downloading link. The recognition of CAPTCHA is illustrated in section 3. The section 4 shows the performance analysis and the experiment. The last section concludes this paper.
The recognition of CAPTCHA
The limit of the netdisk is that the user must input the CAPTCHA on the website when downloading many times in short time. It can be solved by two methods below: 1) Getting the upper limit of downloading times, then put up the distributed crawler to avoid the input of CAPTCHA 2) Using program to recognize the CAPTCHA and pass through the check of crawler The best way to solve the problem is the combination of 1) and 2) in order to get maximum downloading times in practice. The first method is a matter of the resource, so this paper aims at the second method.
Using one netdisk as an example, by clicking the link 'http://************/s/1o6Mqljc' in the web browser many times, a popup window will be displayed to user. The picture is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 the CAPTCHA of some netdisk CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart) [8] . The CAPTCHA is a picture 40*120 pixels in size that is composed of 26 letters and 10 digits which are distorted and merged in this netdisk. The non-merged characters can be segmented by using vertical slicing algorithm [9] , but the merged characters cannot be segmented by using vertical slicing algorithm, so the result of recognition is poor.
In this section, we use Drop Fall Algorithm [10] and the method of non-merged characters segmentation to segment the characters. Then, Tesseract-ocr [11] is used to recognize the characters. The process of segmentation of CAPTCHA characters is presented as follow. At first, CFS algorithm [12] is used to determine the character block. Then the number of block and the width of the blocks are used to determine the characters number of any block, and the vertical histogram projection is undertaken on the block with merged characters to get the minimum value of projection. At last, the characters number and the minimum value are combined to determine the initial point of Drop Fall Algorithm.
Among the process mentioned above, binarization algorithm [9] is used to pre-process the picture. The CFS algorithm [12] , vertical projection algorithm (to get the minimum value) [8] , Drop Fall Algorithm (for segmentation) [10] are used on the segmentation process. The binarization can set the background to 0 and the characters to 255, which can be easily distinguished by later process. The binarization algorithm can be divided into two categories: locality-based thresholding selection and global-based thresholding selection [13] . We select Ostu's Thresholding Algorithm which is one of the global-based thresholding methods [9] .
The CAPTCHA contains four characters, but they are not all merged together in some pictures. Therefore, the method of segmentation on non-merged characters is applied on the picture. After the application, the original picture is divided into one to four regions. Because the total number of characters is certain, after the application of CFS algorithm [12] on the CAPTCHA, the characters number of every region need to be determined. There are four kinds of situations as below: 1) If there are 4 regions, every region contains 1 character.
2) If there are 3 regions, the widest region contains 2 characters and the others both contain 1 character.
3) If there are 2 regions, the width of the 2 regions need to be compared. If the width of the two regions is equal, the two regions both contain 2 characters respectively. If not, let us suppose the width of the two regions is width1, width2 and width1 > width2.If width1 > 2*width2, the region whose width is width1 contains 3 characters and the other contains 1 character. If not, the two regions both contain 2 characters respectively. 4) If there is 1 region, the region contains 4 characters. If the characters number in the region is more than one, all the minimum value of the region need to be found as the reference point of Drop Fall Algorithm. The determination method of minimum values refer to this paper [10] .
The original Drop Fall Algorithm [10] has many initial points, so there are multiple segmentation modes. However, the character numbers vary in 36 characters, which is much larger than 10 that the original application occasion has. The method is unsuitable for the environment. In this paper we propose a new method to determine the initial point of Drop Fall Algorithm. The method assumes that the region that need to be divided contains N (N=2, 3, 4) characters and the width of the region is W. Then two pointer starts to scans from the width that equals i*W/N(i=1, 2 …, N-1) to different sides at the same time until arriving on the closest minimum value point, and the point is regarded as one initial point of Drop Fall Algorithm. Finally, N-1 points are found. After getting the initial points, the later process can be executed as the Drop Fall Algorithm does. We select Descending-Right algorithm [10] .
Experiment
In this section, we collect 100 shared links of some netdisk, and succeeded to download 92 shared files with the methods mentioned above. The total size of the files is 2,104,513,018 bytes and it costs 3 hours and 6 minutes, and the mean downloading speed is 184KB/s. The speed can satisfy the demand of downloading the file about hundreds of megabytes.
Moreover, we downloaded 100 CAPTCHA pictures of some netdisk. It is consisted of 39 pictures that human eyes couldn't recognize and 61 pictures that could be used in this experiment. The result of segmentation and the recognition is shown in Table 1 . The accuracy of segmentation of 4 characters 14/61=22.95%. The experiment segmented 4*14+3*3+2*17+1*15=114 characters accurately in total, and the total success rate of segmentation is 114/244=46.72%. The total characters number of recognition accurately with the Tesseract-ocr is 66, and the success rate is 66/114=57.89%. In conclusion, the success rate of segmenting 4 characters is comparatively lower, and it is only 22.95%.As to the recognition, the success rate is 57.89% which is well for a packaged program.
Conclusion
In this paper, we research the information extraction of netdisks and use the information extraction of some netdisk as an example to experiment. The results show that the success rate is 92%.For the input of CAPTCHA after lots of downloading (this experiment has encountered the CAPTCHA when downloading the 100 shared links in the last an hour), the preliminary recognition is undertaken. The accurate recognition is high in the offline situation and it can meet the primary demand.
